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2Abstract
The paraphrastic Hebrew rendering of KltUb al-Amariat 
wal I'tiqadat is an example of a genre of translation 
which was adopted by Hebrew scholars in the Middle Ages, 
and as yet has not been sufficiently studied* This 
present work is intended to highlight in particular the 
linguistic peculiarities of this genre;as reflected in 
the Paraphrase.
Chapter 1 is divided into two sections, the first of 
which discusses the origin of the Paraphrase and its 
authorship, the second describes the extant manuscripts.
The Hebrew text appears in Chapter II; for easy 
reference photographs of the base text (ms.B) are appended, 
accompanied by a critical apparatus of each folio.
Chapter III presents an analysis of the Paraphrast*s 
methods of translation* It shows how by expanding and freely 
interpreting the Arabic original he also frequently adds his 
own explanations* It points out the influence of the 
Arabic text on the Paraphrase and also the relationship of 
Ibn Tibbon*s translation to the Paraphrase.
An alphabetical Glossary is given in Chapter IV* This 
illustrates the Paraphrases particular choice of vocabulary 
and his tendency to coin words.
Chapter V gives summary conclusions.
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CHAPTER I 
THE PARAPHRASE AND ITS AUTHORSHIP
5CHAPTER I
1, THE PARAPHRASE AND ITS AUTHORSHIP
During the time of his seclusion at Baghdad, Saadia Gaon 
(8^2 - 9 b 2 ) devoted himself to literary work# It was in 
this period, in 933* that he composed Kitab aI-Amanat wal 
I*tiqadat#
The perplexity of religious thought at that time would 
appear to be the reason which inspired Saadia to undertake 
the compilation of this book# His contemporaries, he 
maintained, were either the victims of an ignorant belief or 
held an arrogant disbelief# The sincerity of his own belief 
impelled him to show others what he regarded as the right way.
In order to remove doubts which were general at that 
time, Saadia Gaon dedicated this book to a reconciliation 
between reason and traditional religion# It is considered 
to be the first systematic presentation of the dogmas of 
Judaism by means of philosophical interpretation.
In the system of his work, Saadia followed the model of 
the works of the Mu*tazilites, most of whose philosophical 
treatises on Islam dealt with the two subjects of Unity and 
Justice of the Creator#
The Kitab al-Amanat wal I1tiqadat consists of ten 
sections preceded by an elucidatory introduction by the 
author# These sections, each of which deals with a specific
6subject, are entitled as follows:-
I. Concerning [the belief] that all existing things
have been created,
II* Concerning [the belief] that the Creator of all
things, blessed and exalted be He, is one. 
III. Concerning command and prohibition#
IV* Concerning obedience and rebellion and
predestination and divine justice*
V* Concerning merits and demerits.
VI. Concerning the essence of the soul and death and
what comes after death.
VII. Concerning the resurrection of the dead in this
world.
VIII. Concerning redemption,
IX. Concerning reward and punishment in the world to
come.
X. Concerning how it is most proper for man to
conduct himself in this world#
It seems that Saadia first wrote these sections as 
separate treatises, afterwards combining them in an organic
(1) Sa'adjjajD. Jusuf al-Fajjumi, Kitab a 1-Aminat wal 
I*tiqadat# ed, S, Landauer, Leiden,' I8S0V  
cf. S* Rosenblatt, Saadia Gaon, The Book of Beliefs^ 
and Opinions. New Haven, 1948,
7w h o l e . O f  the seventh and the ninth sections,
S
scholars have indicated that they appear in two recensions. 
It has "been suggested, however, that Saadia made many 
drafts before settinfe his book in its final shape*
The Kitab al~Amanat wal iHiqadat exists in two 
manuscripts, one in the Imperial library at Leningrad, the 
other in the Bodleian Library at Oxford* The latter is
used as the base of the collated text by Landauer (Leiden, 
1880).
There are two Hebrew renderings of Kitab a 1-Amanat wal 
I* tiqadat* One is by Judah ibn Tibbon ( j t i j - tm  w w n  
This is a literal translation of the Arabic; it was 
completed in 1186, in Lunel,, Southern France* The other 
sets out the Arabic text in a paraphrastic and interpretive 
form* This version appears in manuscripts under the title:
•
The author of the second rendering, or rather 
paraphrase, is anonymous. Some scholars, hov/ever,
(1) H*Malter. Saadia Gaon, his life and works, Philadelphia, 
1921, 19b Z -- “
(2) S.Landauer, op.cit*, Introduction viii; B* Mittwoeh,
HAn unknown fragment by Gaon Saadya11, Saadya Studies, 
ed., B. Rosenthal, Manchester, 1943, 124'.
(3) Mittwoeh, loc* cit*
% ) Mittwoeh, loc.cit.
^  359*Die frebraeischen obersetzungen des 
dTe^ Juden als Do linets cher, Graz, 1$56»
44-0; Maiter, op.cit., 361*
(7) Steinschneider, loc.cit*; Maiter, loc*cit*; M.Creizenach,
1 ^ ,f, Zion i, 1S41, ”78;' Landauer, op.cit.,
Introduction v; A*Berliner, gntiM i,Jerusalem, 1945,154•
5) H. Maiter, op.cit
(6) M.Steinschneider, 
Mittelalters und
8have assumed him to he Berachiah ha.Naqdan, In the opinion
of the present writer this view is scarcely acceptable* 
Berachiah belongs to the 13th century, 9 while the 
Paraphrase, as is shown below, must have been written earlier 
than 1095# Moreover, it is apparent that Berachiah makes 
exhaustive use of the Paraphrase* It should be remarked that 
Berachiah was ignorant of Arabic*
(1) R. Kirchheim, "Schreiben des Herrn Kirehheim in Frankfurt 
and Herrn Blumenfeld in Wienu, Ozar Nechmad iii, Wien, 
I860, 56;; A*Geiger, Ozar Nechmad i, 1856, 117;
Ad* Neubauer, Catalogue of Hebrew MSS* in the Bodleian 
Library i, Oxford, 1§86, Cod* 122U; H*Graetz, Geschichte
der Juden Yon den Mltesten Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart 
vii, Leipzig", 1863r 95 ,• 11 the Codex U82 in de Russi 
Catalogue bears the author's name }2 H;
Catalogues des Manuscrits H^breux et Samaritains de la 
Bibliothfeque Rationale, Paris, 1&66, Cod* 66$: L* Dukes,
Literaturhis torische Mittheilungen liber die Sites ten 
hebraischen Exegeten, Grammatiken und LexicographenM, 
Beitrage zur Geschichte der ftltesten Auslegung und 
Suracherkl&rung des alten Testamentes ii, Stuttgart, 18hhr 
16*
(2) In 1260 according to Steins chneider and Zunz, about 12h0 
according to M. Kirchheim (see H.Gollancz, The ethical 
treatises of BerachSa, London, 1902, introduction)•
(3)AUPorges, Zeitschrift flir Kebraelsche Bibliographie vii, 
Frankfurt a/m.,1903/ 337
9The authorship of the Paraphrase has also been 
attributed by other scholars to the translator of Saadia’s 
Commentary' on the Book of Creation 77* ? * -  In order 
to determine this a careful and thorough investigation should 
be made between the two works, as Berliner has suggested*
This is beyond the scope of the present study*
The similarity between an anonymous work entitled
( 2 )"the Song of Unity11 N J and the Paraphrase has led to the
(3)assumption that both were written by the same author. It
would certainly appear that "the Song of Unity" was modelled 
upon the Paraphrase in its contents and in the arrangement of 
its verses*
When was the Paraphrase written? . The colophon in one 
of the manuscripts (Vat*269) gives the year as 1094-95* which 
could be either the date of translation or of copying* It 
is likely to be that of the translation; for the Sephardi.c 
script of this manuscript should probably be assigned to the
(1) loc*cit*
(2) It was mentioned for the first time by Rab Moses ben Hasdai 
in his jpvifi 3/n  of which the date of writing coxald be 
fixed between 1225 - 1250* (Berliner, op*cit., 148)*
(3) B.Bloch, "Die Zweite Ubersetzung des Saadiahnischen Buches" 
"Emunoth We deoth"angeblich von Berechjah hanakdan", MGWJ
19, Breslau, 1870, 452r 454.
(4) Berliner, op.cit*, 154.
(5) Also see Malter, op.cit., 361; M* Ventura, La Philosophie 
de Saadia Gaon* Paris, 1934, 26.
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end of the ll+th or the beginning of the 15th century*
Dukes1 assumes that the date of the colophon should be 
corrected to 1195, so that it would coincide with the life­
time of Berachiah baNaqdan. This is unlikely; the
Paraphrase is already quoted by Jacob ben Reuben in his
(2}polemical work against Christianity, written in 1170.v J 
Bloch places the Paraphrase in the second half of the 
12th century*
The location of the Paraphrase has not been fixed*
Steinschneider suggests that it was written in the 
neighbourhood of Provence. Others believe it to belong to
(5)
the Bast, perhaps because of its inclination towards Syriac, 7
or because of its resemblance to "the Massoretic phraseology 
of Babylon and Palestine, Egypt or the north of Africa"* ^
(1) loc.cit*
(2) Jacob ben Reuben, W '7 , ed., Judah Rosenthal, 
Jerusalem, 1963, introduction viii, (for the quotations 
see chapter xii, 157 ff*)* Steinsehneider, loc.cit.; 
Maiter, op.cit., 368.
(3) op.cit.,
( k ) op.cit., U41*
(5) Bloch in MG-WJ, 1870, b01 ff.; this is rejected by 
Steinschnei'der, loc.cit.
(6) Gollancz, op.cit., introduction xl*
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Porges supposes its location to have been Babylon, while
Malter claims its author as a Palestinian Payyetan.
Certain factors lead the present writer, to conjecture
that the Paraphrase may have originated in an .Arabic-speaking
country. The reasons for this assumption are given be low* -
a) The influence of Arabic shows itself in some of the words.
Arabic is rendered as t#;/ (U8a. 25)> perhaps because of
the similarity in sound although the meaning is different*
Arabic "period11 is rendered as 77-7$ "dimension, measure"
(61a. 26) although again the meaning is different* Arabic
"news" is translated as ;7'7Y7 "riddle" (56a. 15) perhaps
due to a confusion with the Arabic "equal, like"* The
«*
word 77/fflT , appended to 7]n% "filth", is found in some
manuscripts as TlpnT and in others as pp iV T (62b. 16*
$ * * t
62b. 23); this may indicate the influence of the Arabic
or ’'fetid smell of fat meat”.
*>) The Paraphrast has chosen to employ Hebrew words which 
are similar in sound with some Arabic words, whereas he could 
have expressed his ideas more precisely by the usual Hebrew 
rendering* Arabic "treatise" is usually translated
(1) op.cit.» 39.
(2) op.cit.* 361.
* See critical apparatus.
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as , but the Paraphrast uses instead the word
"scroll", which normally corresponds to Arabic "book".
Similarly, in translating the Arabic "Tibbon J i2j ) y "
he chooses /ri3 (53a*6), which sounds like the Arabic ^  . 
Por the Arabic (Tibbon TrflJ ) he chooses the Hebrew
(79b. 17)*
c) Certain formulae recur, such as n j ) after the mention 
of the name of Prophets.(The use of formulae is said to have 
been borrowed by the Jews from Muslims.)
The place in which the Paraphrase^ was composed may 
possibly be identified more closely. It may have been Iraq.
a) The Paraphrast twice translates the Arabic as 
/ p 7 P  "Tigris1* (57b. 20,21). It is evident that the river 
referred to by Saadia is the Nile, for the preceding passage 
mentions Egypt in the course of defending the laws against 
abrogation. The Paraphrast may have confused the Nile of 
Egypt with a small river in Iraq called jaM (near Babylon 
and south of Hilla). As a free translator, however, he 
considered the Tigris of more importance and more worthy of 
mention in this context than the small river Nil.
b) Saadia (Ar. 161) explains God’s influence on men by the 
words "Thus we say that the judge made out Reuben to be a 
truthful man and Simon to be a liar ..." The Paraphrast
(l) Translated by Rosenblatt, op.cit., 199-200.
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expands "the judge" ( ) to "Joseph the judge"
(72h. 1J--5). If we regard this as the real name of a
historical figure, then it may be noted that it coincides
with that of Abu Yusuf al-QadT, the judge of Baghdad (731-
• -
798), who is still famous for his literary writings, such 
as the book on kharaj.
As alternative argument in favour of Iraq, perhaps of
less weight, is the addition of the letters * jj) in ms. C
after the name Cj>W7i ,7in* (folio 72b^ 6). It may be 
conjectured that these two letters are an abbreviation of 
4Omar and we may find here a reference to Yusuf b. 'Omar, 
governor of Iraq in the 8th century*
The fame of the Paraphrase must have spread widely
for it is extensively cited by mediaeval Jewish authors.
In addition to its ample use by the author of "the Song of
Unity” and Berachiah ha Naqdan, many authors have incorporated
(1)parts of it and even published them as separate books. <
(1) cf. Malter, op.cit.. 362-369*
14
Judah he Hasid, for example, introduced in his a n -’ y n  ~?j>a
m
extracts from Section V under the heading 1321 t j ' jw jw  IP ?
77,7^ c?. This section seems then to have been in circulation
as a separate treatise under this title before the time of
Judah (died 1217)*
The anonymous j u ip t j i 72? is a condensed edition
of Section VII of the Paraphrase, with, however, some changes
and additions*
The ten Questions concerning the resurrection in
Section VII are found in the anonymous compilation;
f i x  (I 7 J 2 ? /  S 7 f i Q )  JT727&J) . I P #  t1)
contains about two-thirds of Section VIII of the Paraphrase* 
In a<&2V J7 jln£  ?J>& , ^  fragments have been extracted
from Section IX of the Paraphrase by R. Abraham b.R.Azriel, 
who flourished in the first half of the 13th century*
The Paraphrase was used by the Qabbalists at the 
beginning of the 13th century.
Countless quotations which can be recognized in many old 
manuscripts and also writings down to the liith century,
(1) It appeared first at Mantua, 1556 (as a continuation of 
the 7t7PjiV >j?v (Maiter, op.cit*, 367).
(2) ed. S. Urbach, ii, Jerusalem*, 19^79 261*
(3; Urbach, f j ”  /j> w f m  r jw x  w// /ci 9
Zion, xii, Jerusalem, 1 9 b 7 f 151*
(U) G-* Scholem, Ursprung und Anfange der Kabbala, Berlin, 
1962, 228* "
(5) Maiter, op.cit*, 367*
15
appear to demonstrate that many scholars found great interest 
in studying Saadia*s book from the Hebrew version of the
( 1 )Paraphrase rather than from the translation by Ibn Tibbon. v '





2. THE EXTANT MANUSCRIPTS
The Paraphrase exists in European libraries in six 
manuscripts* They are:
(A) Cod«Ebr*266,Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana* This 
consists of 136 Folios: Introduction, lb-13b; section I,
13to-30b; section II, 30b-U6a; section III, U6a-60a; 
section IV, 60a-68b; section V, 69a-77b; section VI,
77b-86b, section VII, 87a~95b? section VIII, 95b-105a; 
section IX, l05a-115a; section X, 115a-137a# The length 
of the folio is 12 inches* The width is about 8 inches*
Some folios are torn at the edges, but the sequence of 
sentences and their logical unity are not affected* The 
last few folios are slightly stained, but this again has no 
effect on the legibility of the words* The folios are 
divided into two columns, each of them containing an average 
of 32 lines. Almost invariably the word at the beginning of 
each paragraph is written in block letters. At times the 
copyist uses the margin to complete a sentence; in such 
cases he puts a mark to indicate this. This is particularly 
noticeable in section X. The manuscript seems to have been 
written ox^iginally in black ink, but where blanks were left 
in the script or a word has been corrected, a different ink, 
brownish in colour, has been used. Sometimes words have 
been corrected by imposing another over the supposed error.
18
\
In these cases the handwriting is comparatively smaller.
On the top margin of folio 2a the name /"T X i v  72 p f f f *  
is written.
<B.) Cod, Ebr. 2699 Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana.- This 
consists of lhO folios: Introduction, lb*-13b;: section I,
13b-3Ta;: section II, 31a-l|-8a; section III, U8a-6Ub;
section IV, 6Mb-73b; section V, 7Ua-82b;- section VIr 83a- 
92a; section VII, 92a-100b; section VIII, lOla-llla; 
section IX, llla~120b; section X, 120b-l*4-0a. The length 
of the folio is 9 inches<> The first three pages and the 
last three, folios have deteriorated to such an extent that 
some words are almost obliterated and others have become 
indecipherable. On many of the folios, transparent paper 
has been affixed to the inner edges while similar paper is 
occasionally placed in other positions in the folios. The 
words on the inner edges are not always clear* The number 
of lines- varies between 29 and 33* The dark brown ink,
-v.\  .
which has been used, has sometimes faded to a lighter shade*
On folio 141 it is written: p j ’S* /  fl'fjw ’i jmww ipv  afffl
(C) Cod* Farmense 3018, Biblioteca Palatina, Parmao The 
Paraphrase comprises the first 7b folios of the manuscript 
(followed by 7i?i7 emu?): Introduction, 2a-9a;
section I, 9a~18b; section II, 18b-27b; section III, 27b- 
35b;: section IV, 35b-I)-0b; section V, l+0b-U5a; section VI,
U5a-U9b; section VII, H9b-53b; section VIII, 53b~58b;
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section IX, 58b-63a; section X, 63a-7^a* The length of 
the folio is 10 inches. Each page is divided into two 
columns, each column consists of k2 lines. The colour of 
ink is black, inclined to be somewhat brown* In some parts 
of folios the ink is faint and words are unclear, sometimes 
even illegible<> In other respects the manuscript is well 
preserved.
On folio 7te, in somewhat smaller handwriting and in 
orange ink, the following is written* x/va) p rp  is>^v
There follows an index to the Paraphrase.
(D) Cod.^2^, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich* This is
preceded by two other works, namely jn & p v  (2 - 27^)
and ’9~12J7 *"117 (27U - 300). The Paraphrase consists of
225 folios* Introduction, 301a - 316b; section I, 3i7& - 
3Ula;; section II, 3Ula - 368a. The copyist appears to have 
changed the sequence of the text in section III (368a - 383b)# 
On folio 373a it has been broken by a mark and a marginal 
reference indicating that the text continues on folio 386b, 
and quoting the sentence at the point of continuation. In 
section IV, another marginal note refers back to the previous 
marginal note on folio 373a > and also quotes the sentence at 
the point at which the sequence was broken# The ink used 
for writing these marginal notes is of the same colour as that 
used for the folio. Section IV, 383h-386b (broken by
20
section III), and continued on folio 399a - 4l2b; section V, 
413a - 428a; section VI, 428a - 443b;' section VII, 443b - 
458a; section VIII, 458a - 477b; section IX, 477b - 489b;; 
section X 489b - 526a. The length of the folio is 13 inches. 
The number of lines ranges from 24 to 30* The manuscript is 
written in black ink. In some folios the colour of the ink 
becomes lighter, fading to brown, but some of the words here 
retain the original colour. There are ink blots on a few 
other folios.
(B) Cod. Hebr. 669» Biblioth&que Nationale, Paris. This 
consists of 72 folios: Introduction, lb - 7b; section I,
7b - 8a; section II, 8a - 13a; section III, 13a - 23a; 
section IV, 23a - 30b; section V, 30b - 35a; section VI,
35a - 4lb; section VII, 4lb - 48a; section VIII, 48b - 56a; 
section IX, 56a - 63b; section X 63b - 72b. The length of 
the folio is 12 inches* The number of lines ranges from 31 
to 36* The manuscript is written in black ink. In the 
first nine folios the ink is lighter tending to brown..
Also in folios 10, 11 and 72 the ink is not of as deep a 
colour as that of the other folios. Words which are either 
headings or introducing new paragraphs are underlined with 
red ink. Comparatively small handwriting is used in some 
cases. In others a word is erased and rewritten in the 
margin in a lighter colour of ink. The first nine folios 
and the last four folios are slightly spoiled with stains,
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but this does not affect the clarity of the words* There 
are holes in some of the folios throughout the manuscript; 
but this, again, does not affect the sequence of the 
sentences*
Compared with the other manuscripts of the Paraphrase, 
this text appears to have been contracted. It rarely contains 
the explanatory additions with which the Paraphrase expands the 
Arabic original* In some passages it omits a sentence or even 
a paragraph of the Arabic original. Examples of haplography 
are to be observed when this manuscript is compared with other 
manuscripts*
oo Cod* opp* 599* Bodleian Library* Oxford* This fragment­
ary text consists of 86 folios: Introduction lb - 15b;
section I, 15b - 3Ub; section II, 3Ub - 53a; section III,
53a - 69a;: section IV, 69a - 78b;, section V, only six lines
at the end of 78b; sections VI and VII are missing; section
VIII, 79a - 86b, incomplete; sections IX and X are missing* 
Some of the information given by Neubauer about the missing 
and extant sections of the manuscript is incorrect* The 
heading j iy n iT J  tjM pti ?iV2 is written at the beginning
of section IV, which is complete in the manuscript, not as
(1)Neubauer states* x
(1) Codex 1 2 2 k , Catalogue of Hebrew M38»in the Bodleian
Library, vol.i, lS§6. "Lacunae: ’ end of III; beg. of IV;
from beg. of V to VIII; end of VIII; beg* of IX; and
end of X. This is headed j i y 'H P  zf'UpTf V * ’ ? M
22
The folios in the manuscript are hound in the wrong 
sequence (folios 1 - 64, 73 - 86, 65 - 72)* The number
of lines varies between 33 and 42# The first 64 folios
and the last 16 are written by one hand, while the folios
from 65a to 69h are written by a different hand. Both
of them seem to be Ashkenazi# Dark brovm ink is used,
but this has faded in some parts of the manuscript#. On
some folios the remarks given in the margin are written
in the same colour of ink as that used in the page; on
others they are written in black ink# Transparent paper
is affixed to parts of some folios, but this does not
affect the legibility of the words. On some other folios
there are stains which affect the clarity of words*
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These six manuscripts are used to give the collated 
text of the sections studied here. MS. B has been chosen 
as the base of the collation because of its superiority over 
the other manuscripts.
It should be noted that manuscript B
a)* in many passages has readings that differ from all the 
other manuscripts;
b )* approximates more closely to the Arabic original?
c) is written in a Sephardie script.
* Examples of (a) MSS. , B (U9b. XXX 1); MSS. / p / r l ,
B ffp ’ l (51a. IX 9) J 'MSS. f a f i , B /<»’*> (56a. XVIII 4)
MSS. 7l*0i7l , B m ’ W  (58a. V 8); MSS. 1 0 >?P» B la 'P rt (58b. 
VII 2); MSS. add nm  W n  (59a. Ill 6); MSS. ^7/77»
B i j jP f l l (59b. XXV 7); MSS. m o l  , B m 6 l t (60a V 11);
MSS. £ }j-> jyn  > B j i v y v i j (6la. Ill 5).
x Examples of (b) > B j j ’/ j )  i / (48b. XXVI 3 - 5)»
MSS. 7J/<9» ; cy/J.1 , B 77»’j> (U-9b. XVI 3)» MSS. nlop ;
Jv , B 73-7 (50a. XX 10), MSS. AD Y73’ 7 , CP ,
E fill j « B a’ljifliP DVX (50a. XXXI 6), APCD ;
j \ n y j \ l  t (54a. II 4), AEC j t r> W Z  > D ' r » v ia ;
, B 0 1  (51a. XV 2), AED p m  » EC p m  p x  ;
**
S u - L » B (58a. V. 8), MSS. n ’ QV .
At certain positions there are differences of readings 
between B and the other manuscripts. Nevertheless, some 
readings indicate a relationship between B and E. In
some passages B employs; a word which is inappropriate to the 
context, yet which occurs in the previous line in B; we may 
therefore presume that there is a connection between D and 
B.
Many examples of identical errors in A, D and P lead to
the conclusion that these texts have a relationship to each 
(3)other* v * While some examples appear to indicate reliance
(1) BE / w w  (53a. IV 8), other MSS jh p v m  s t r - i f  t
cf. Ar. 120; BE both miss a word which affects the sense 
(48b. XXI 3~) ; BE — Qpm ~  2 /2 , both miss the adjective 
(49b. XVII 2-, 3-).
(2) D writes turn ivzth  9; which occurs in the previotis line in 
B and ought to be p m  tfjwn according to the context 
(50b* II 7); D writes w w  which disagrees, with the 
context but occurs in the same place in the following line 
in B (81b. IX 11); D adds unnecessarily the word j i w i m u  
which occurs in the line below in B (59a* XXIV 7“); BD 
miss a sentence making haplography, as it appears in other 
MSS. (75b. V 11-).
(3) APD 9/7T3 ( in n  r  54b. X 4); APD ^T'7'7 ( 7^7/7'7 * 50b. XII
10); APD /7ih / p ( j i iw S , 58b* H I  6); APD miss
the verb ( , 59b. XXI 11); APD ,
6la. VI 3); APD p y i* * ( , 52b. XIV 5); APD 70?’*
( > 6lb. XIX 6).
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of A on P, others show the reverse# In some cases
P writes a word which is inappropriate to the context and,
(3)though he corrects it in the margin, A, and also D still 
write the incorrect word* In other cases, though A puts 
dots above letters as a sign of some change in their sequence, 
to indicate the correct word, we find D and P still write the
(1) P writes^ instead of ?w  9fi72 which appear in
the other MSS, A misses the following sentence which ends 
with (58b. X 1 - 6 ); P writes *7 for @7pP,7 j n  ,
A (6la* XV 2); P writes / m / r  for wpj> /j , A f j w f j
(66a* VIII 8)4
(2) A writes which P miscopies as (51a* V 1);
A adds v? to 7<w , hut P miscopies it as then adds
to it /(W (57b. XX: 9); A adds 77* n fw  f t  , then F
misses the sentence in between this and the other 7 n:> 
which occurs in the other MSB# (60b* XVI ^-15)> F misses 
a sentence which appears in A between two words in 
consecutive lines {63b.XIX 7- XX !)•
(3).P 9. then tp? in margin ( t p ? , l+8a.JCXVIII 10); P
then rp i in margin (AB w 'l , 5Ua. XX 6); P then
1?'°') in margin (equivalent of ip??* in B), D writes 
(57b. XX 13)*
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(1)incorrect word, x ' Many examples prove that the text of
D is based on the text of A, In other places D seems
( 3 )to be dependent on F* N -
G and A seem to have a relationship with each other*
They make the same type of errors in miscopying words* While
(1) A 7GP/9 x f ,FD m s * , 55b. VII 1); A f b i \7 ,
I* />i7V/7 ( fv5)7J , 66b* XII 6)*
(2) D misses a sentence which is preceded by the word
and ends with the word p r? in A and F (62b* XVIII
on folio 6Ub# XXVII U, when A corrects the letter J  to Y 
in the word p 9fi/j>37r (as in the other MSS.) D writes
&Wj)iu ; D misses a sentence preceded by the same words 
as it ends, and they appear in the same place in A (80a 
XXV 10 - XXVI 7).
(3) D writes which occurs In F as &9?yrvx> (a miscopying of
) (56a. XII 13) ; see 58b* I 1-6; D misses a
sentence between two words which appear in the same place
in two consecutive lines in F (62a. XXV U - XXVI^ ); see:
62b. XVIII U-1J+; D writes //<i>’Y7 jo which seems to be 
miscopying of what appears in F as //sw pj> jtz , t
(£ pS> J f t j in other -MSS (65a. V U - 6); D follows F in
missdng the negative article, which F re-writes in the 
margin (66b. XXX 5); D adds;, unnecessarily, 74>/y)2
9 which appear in the previous line in F 
(67b. XIII U).
(U) AC v fo  (  r 53a.XXVIII 10); AC j> rw j>a ( j r n - M i ,
5^ 4-a. II b ) ; AC miss a sentence making haplography 
(56b. XXX 2 - 7 ,  62a XXVIII 7 - XXIX 5); AC j p w p ( ,
61a VI 3); AC ypx ( tp x 6ia XX 7);; AC a w > 2z ( 0 *31*1271 9 
6lb. XV 3 )1 ' AC j j i i 'n * ( 65b. XXVI 10); AC 0?xa>
( -• dpjf yp’j )0  f 7Ub. XI 8 - 9)*
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some readings suggest that A is hased on others show
the reverse. v '
Haplography in many cases shows that the text of D was
derived from the text of C, as it occasionally misses a
sentence between two similar words which occur in the same
place in consecutive lines in G.
The manuscripts B and F seem to have a relationship with
each other. Some examples might indicate that E is
(5 )based on C. v <
(1) C writes ( S- ) 9 miscopied by A to
(52b. IX 3); A misses a sentence between two words 
which appear in the same place in two consecutive lines 
in C (62b. VI 3 - 12); C writes- m m  (B ) but A
miscopies it as m w n (72b. XXVI 12); also when C
alters the sequence of words (C  m m #/? t r iv j> S ) r A
miscopies it as t f iW j) / (7Ua. IV 8-V^l).
(2) A misses the negative , then writes another negative 
article later, but C writes them both (57a XXIV 8, 10);;
C writes 7*pj> instead of ?ij> /w f* (which is more
appropriate to the text), while A adds a sentence ended 
with 7yj> pd f* (59b. V 9).
(3) D misses a sentence which is preceded by p fl /*> and
ended with f t t  / p in MS . C (59a. V - 8 - VI 3); I>
misses a sentence between two words occur in the same
place in two consecutive lines in C (62b. VI 3 - 3*2);
instead of p t r 2 (as in the other MSS.) D writes again
Qiipp'i which appears in a similar sentence in the 
previous line in C (63b* XXIX 5)*
(U) EF p ’ if i j i i f i ( t t m w  , 57b. II *0; see 57*>.XX 13;
gp 7^ 73 ( 59b. XXV 6); EF miss a sentence making
haplography (6la XII 8 - XIII 2).
(5) E misses a sentence preceded by the word 7^7 and also 
ended by the word 7r? (added by C) and both appear in 
consecutive lines in C (72a. XXXI 3 - 3.0); E misses a 
sentence preceded and ended by similar words which 
appear in the same place in consecutive lines in C 







The Hebrew text of manuscript B is given on the 
right-hand side of the page* On the left side, a 
critical apparatus for each page is presented.
In the critical apparatus lines are indicated by 
Latin numbers, the Arabic numerals refer to the place of the 
word in a line.
MSS* indicate all extant manuscripts other than B*
The sign ( u ) shows that the reading of a certain 
manuscript agrees with the reading Just quoted; the sign 
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Introduction;
Scholars have discussed the style of the Paraphrase 
in a general way, hut not in detail* It has often been 
described as a. peculiar* style which closely resembles 
that of Eli&zer Kalir. Kalir, a Payye^n, who lived in 
Palestine at the end of the seventh or the beginning of
(i)the eighth century' y  coined a multitude of new words 
particularly for his own use* He delighted in allegorical 
expressions; and haggadic allusions* His linguistic 
peculiarities had a great influence not only on succeeding 
Payyetanim, but also on prose writers*
(2)If we regard the Paraphrast as a Payyetan , we may 
assume that he would naturally appreciate and follow the 
style adopted by Kalir* The Paraphrase contains many 
rare words, synonyms and descriptive expressions; it 
presents a treasure of vocabulary and a mine of forms and 
phrases•
In fact the vocabulary incorporated in the paraphrase
(1) M* Waxman, A History of Jewish Literature i, New York, 
1 9 3 8 ?  2 1 3 *
(2) Malter, op * c i t., 361•
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is found mostly in the Mishnah, Midrash* It is
(1)mainly Hebraic in origin, and not Syriac as Bloch states*^ J
The Paraphrast, however, employs some strange words whose
meaning and occasionally even their origin are obscure,
e.g. V -?r » > P ’ <6? , 111??, / r p /5 -  , -
’ W ’M  * .
Sometimes he uses a form different from the usual one, 
such as instead of j 3/ i 0 f 2 • 1 6 ^% instead
of >069/) $ 77/12 9 instead of j / i ? *  ;
instead of in place of j is~> •
The Paraphrast often coins a verb, derived from an 
adverb or a familiar noun, e*g. 9
The Glossary will show this more fully*
It is. evident from the text that it is full of 
artificiality expressed in affected, high-flown diction, 
in alliterated words, by similes and metaphors* The 
Paraphrast endeavours moreover to achieve a poetical form 
by using rhyme and parallelism* He often interprets ideas 
by citing Biblical phraseology.
The most striking feature of the Paraphrase is its
(*0 op* cit*, 1|.13<>
* Bee critical apparatus.
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tendency to amplify and explain the ideas of the 
Arabic original of Saadia. This may he due to the 
type of public to whom the Paraphrase was addressed*
The ideas', of the Original may have beenie^expressed simply 
and clearly for persons who were considered to be less 
enlightened than those addressed by Saadia himself*
In general, the Paraphrase appears to be translating 
from a text similar to that of the manuscript of the 
Arabic original in the Bodleian Library* But, sometimes, 
it follows the Arabic manuscript in the Leningrad library*
For instance, on folio 6la.23 (Ar*138*l8), the lapse of 
time between Moses and Jeremiah is given in the Paraphrase 
as. 8 5 0 which agrees with the Leningrad ms., while the 
Bodleian ms* cites it as 900* On folio 69b*27 (Ar*133*2),
j
the Paraphrase follows the Leningrad ms* by translating a 
sentence omitted from the Bodleian ms. On folio 72a.16 
(Ar#l60*l6), the Leningrad ms* seems to be used in 
translating the word 11 calamity” as PPslP , although
it appears as ”wound” in the Bodleian ms. On folio
73b*25 (Ar.l6h*2l), the Paraphrase renders the word in its 
plural form as in the Leningrad ms. and not in the singular 
as given in the Bodleian ms* On folio 77&*5 (Ar.172.18), 
it translates ]*]j) for the Arabic which appears
only in the Leningrad ms* On. folio 8lb*llj. (Ar•185*5)? the
/- W orcL o^Lwj)!)*
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number of persons is rendered as 500 (*^ s.p <&&ti )
as in the Leningrad ms,; in the Bodleian ms* it is
given as one person*
(1)An analysis x J is given here to illustrate the 
characteristics of the Paraphrase* ■ In this analysis 
the Paraphrase is compared with the Arabic original of 
Saadia and the Hebrew translation of Judah Ibn Tibboh*
The analysis is based on a. study of Section III*
This has been chosen on account of its length; it
provides sufficient illustration of the points under 
discussion* The shorter Sections IV and V have been 
used as a control to confirm the conclusions derived from 
Section III*
(l) References are cited by folio and line of manuscript B, 
which is the basis of the collated text. Examples of
synonyms are given in the Glossary*
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(1) Explanatory Additions hy the Paraphrast : .  WH#Mlmi)>WHlW>ilimiBUl
The Paraphrast supplements the Arabic original with, 
his own explanation which goes beyond the strict interpreta­
tion of Saadiafs work, while not deviating from the general 
trend of the Original* The following are some of the passages
in which the explanatory additions are found :
( U - r t L . & v - t L l )  H0J>f J\JSrJ> 0J11 J W T t m  ’J’V
r f ip fo  l y i f i y s  ]j2 1  f ip o  /f tp  100 j t p f f  i f  j W  x u  w j j p  w i p n o  fy z ty z
• *1X7? v r \ ' 7IPPJJ? 77VjTT? JTZ1C X*rt>> PX J?0p4> XGJji XfdJ ’*>7 ' S ipn j l f i l
j\x p® Vfiifj) itp ’J j  irfj) tf’/Jiify tpfo j ip f*  rtf t f ’fznf hzfn n>? jo ’?f
u. /fr-a*) ■ n?;my / w i }  p p f l r  m w f s t  n i? />  J P ’f i  w j t p y j
. i W ” ?P xr/i 7s if& f in  us i] n>pp m  v p / t i z i ' i z i c z i  n s / i z  u o p  m i
[U9
• PS IX Z l H X f ’W  p p ” ? fl PJIW  J * w 0 f  *7 0  U 1 5 V  ypxpz 7 J2'*Pft1 >0 *li> 0
[ 496- 26-2?)
(4*6. 2?-3*) . ' } v m  7/TV7 ?fy® IP X  ' i f f y  P > fft7  >30f 7171jm 77?fpJ J221
. t j ’ t f  t m * f t p i  a p s p f  f r x m t  m vo> ]J>Pf j j7077J n v x  ~]2*p ?
(  So <1 . //,/2)
1 W P 1  yi' t* }Ol Ufifi f t n s t f  &7XD J\X 711$J'l W W 91 V?/*7/7 q i fm t  JIX fy<t))1 «7T2’7 
2 P P r i  x i ® j i  f y m ' ] opo)j? v&JJ tit f y z o n  nr<i>v m p i  r \ i f p j \ xjj&j f y o p  o 
(*«a. y j 2
t^/a.3-4 ) . tw w jn  t f f f y f i f  r j p n u  > w &
i * u $ 3 f i p f y f  P'P P 7® j3 n  v ® ft>  f y i  ' j i i ' J f f  tip f i r  X in7 j r n f r j ',1 f o  y z p : n  
d i m s  P7X723H js it i 'fo z  ttnrpfsw  jn p w *  *2 jm? m  xwi t r a p i  m m 4 fi
( z / h -  £~ //) * V ? 1
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iv n h  ifcw /j> jw n rm  xinu X’Z'jn xzi rpffpj j*s i 17? n 20)31 i f  v -tr j - i? ’Sdq) 
(z/ k-zz-zs)
n o is m  -jD p f  #720 w v m  j \m ri x w p t a  u jf-r  xf a f t  m z w n  / j n w w u  f o
( 6Z * - l -  3) . {>■73?' X’ZJ ’J?p Pflix n ip f?
. ttfiTW ) P’Pfl jX i  ifv  p frp n  p>7W' j A i  7p$j) ■'VJtt ffpxp /i>’T/r’
(-5ia. 5-6)
(5 2 a .27- a-s-^  • mu">j> n w i  iy p i f vfi i f 6 m  n y iV 2 &  p fff lp p  i?fv*&  *~fp
j ix  f z m  ptp p t  apzo jm ip /tp  jix  z+oiD swr p p m  p p f/ij\p n  yz p sm i 
(  52 fc. 7-f ) * tivz  O’ flPPP
&*¥TZp  ]77<a^  jjhX y \ n  xfi ppinfz j \ i f i ’fiti xfi ppzf j t n ^ p  p r ;  73V p'tii *P>f 
(s a b . / * - - / * ) . f f 92?iyp7 t f ’flnrpi p?z?npi
xfx yrn  yp fp  7Xp xfi yzC i j)z 6  fo  ppf? sf/ -]j\j>i - j jp  fp  j) z y  y m  s f fzs  
( s 2 b , 2 d 2 )  ' i ip m  z n y w  p n 'h P  j iy r ?  w i  pyflx  p ? i? /j>  p j ik  prxv?
I J I S V f  f P U P  ^1-ijip j\pipp SIP ,777 XP12P V f T H  79 m  XlPQ) & P X P  ’I2f 77,7/  ’I D  
p'lipjin m  pjipsp m  13779/  jj’ypxp'i ii’iip w/tix /di * n^pfl tffijp fat 
y7ftp ' f t f rp f  W  pDZ VJIVJZ2 j>Q>j)p ’ JpW f f j y i ' x l  7*0 ’DT 'f> X1P<0 i f  f t ' l ' f p i  
• 7/rV p&ijlf sfi itz/ i s v f  /fppp tit f'fvy & y p p  pt -r/tyj0 p > ?
(52 b- 2 3- 2 8r)
. ytoxn n  fp y jQ  *-n  73V # v " /?  K ’r p f  jj> w n  w  jpsp p i p t s n n  vq>jp& y>Di 
t j y r i ’ ?wo) g n rn x rp  v f l f w *  t fW f f t i  **0 P fczn i$ p 3p p  f i t t  7/1S &fp j iw f f  >io
( 6$ ‘'X* 5^. *i) 12
f p 7 > /7j3;70 y>vpjp  f>  ’3 n fz  7p)p* r r jP  j fm  >tr n  j ip  is phti /* xn z  two) 
P'P A ’ ftp j ip  Xpvl JMflK Tnpzi jw px P7i?z Wj>y 7Zd yicpmo 0 36pa)pp 
V-O .721/7 prp t i y i p p  /d  r j j 0 y  Ip f/n  JPP
. ttm & ji f t i  x f  &H & jifD * i  p /io  -nj'0  i j y i r  t$v*® I 1* ? 1
(ssfc.
■ ij iw f f  f io * xr,n ijn rS y  j j  im 'i j *p ?p  j ^ o>J/p vtf'J 07? jm r s 'w
(536'2 3- 24)
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t m w  on  w x  jn f f iw  ji 120ftph fo p  y/>? tin?  v i'& p  xm  f t iw f i *  fix x?pp m w
C w * . 3Lf- $ /)  . f t  7170/11 ftp12<i)tiP fi?P 7iyi31 VfifiP WPPtlQ) f i'Z 0 2
*?Q)V X7/7H ?Z~I ,70 p 1 1 y 7W  X’ 23V *3 yjn3>2in y f p i ’ l ’?  17 Z>IJ ?2~t -n JIT 7ftxi
C ^ t f . ^ 3 2 ■ x n  Xiv
tjnx Q7pP V’ff I * ? # * !  XIV » ?2~t j)pW  X1V& 72171 O  j ’PXfi 7’7! tf//fji2 ti ’J$0 
f h- 4-5) * f f ’jfPHPf
( « 5 a -  s~4 )  • f t w z in  y/V / n i z j z  it®  f tp X u u  z y o  yx& j f i f ih
(«5«./M2) • ttiiy p W ! &71><i)j)p fl621 Ifi>ii21 J l f lS i  )!QP )1Q)JP fJifiX 7JIM' J>>ir>Pl
J iT n  * f i i f r n i  f t o f i t ?  x fx  m x  t n fp z  f r i m j  v v  x f  n?s>v i w  p>vn& x f i  ytj> X fi 
p>P3 j>2?fi j2 ? p  ipfttjt* xfi j}2*y mpfi* xfi jszs-rr j ’fi i f i 2 f y &oJhP7i & 3pv
. t f ’ lfo  £177Q> >JP# J 2 5  r f ip  x f  f t ’Jfifi* ’217 ftz ifi?  -j/0'i) ifipxi f3’1Ptj>n
( t. -s- ?)
n u z  727 ft?Q> m  fix p  a® # '> n * i t in ?  2f i ?3 x f i)  p j x  >p ry n *  n x  j \ p \ z i  
(  $$i>. . /x i& *  > n  o f i  t i jm  i n  7zp  V j)  J1&P&
f t O f t « *p J}1> .\fi) J)j)\7 JI»J0 tfj)p 77 7fa *  Sfi 'fix #00 J \7ftx  p x  fix j / m
( -55T k>> 37 . 6U. /) ■ j\STO 1 t f ?  7V7PP P ’ 7f %fi\’ ' IJ lftM fi ~1’J>j7
f / f i m  n n i  n y t f i j w  j i f a x n  n y w f ' y n  y x ’ SPfi f t f iw  n & tf it iv  /fix
^56 ft.* /0-/2 ) * 'V<?/7 £?fiij)tl 33 ft
ftO iy ftX fi 77 7 2 ^ qj p p f  f t  o f t  Xfi ja ji ix  f y j v f i  j i / t o i f i f  r j n s f i  s n f i f i f  f t?  f t f i " ^  
( s i k /- 2 ) • r j n j i  i * jm w  fio
J l f i z p  (fii> f t 9 £ P 2  7 0 P O  X'tti) j ip o ) fij> f t ' l ' f t ’ n 7P *? 1*0  > 0 P 'XQ  *JP&
n f i j ) ’ 6) P > i ' f t } 7i f t  >0 2 >Xq) > -jpp Jkfficp  jiiJJp G J  i f i P j ) ’ 0  7 a)j?’Xi j i i 0 / f i a ) P  
I J I i f i f in  1/pJ)j}fiZ J l t y j n  J \V j)6 P  f t f /p  IV P fi’ to 7 0J)O 't J x l f t j l& n  & ))1 p p
L w «- f )
>fz yjp ttff yx 70X ft’Z? rpp titiffij) tt’?09 a3p m  /PX JOlfi ftfi? ftXSfi’ fizx 
7P?9W jWtftZVV fo filVJjl)] yJ2)P 2TJ>7 A'7<y7 7 7 0  Xfzl J\VP7 ft10
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( s / a .  / i r - 2 / )  - tf^rn2 n ‘?n Zimina ftz
f e r t t  7<j)])7x >x dz? t in c y jd i ypxjjj f t tn  rAfj>p ?>y-,n -fipp t f  v / r  yxt tj/>p  &ij#  i f  y> ?Q)\ 
P M  * ij p p  f a , 7 /  j\7 & ?  i f  0 » i up? >7f t  i f  &>& >jj?p jriy fiji j w  p f /rn  Jrt >133®71 uP&
'HP >iyQ7i n \y  y x  >22 f a n  f a z  f t  in n ^ P  w p  i f  n f t  yx >&v j \  ipn n>n
?4>yfi u i r f t 7j’-V nrQ'P'i PW# / ? w /  t f  ys i u n t i l  i*m  >ip» f t in  f a ?
C *- 2 7) - vpp fairf if
rpm? 71301 urn ovz rji fw'W ft# inx itrx fa» fa>® ai sf 7*02# fan oft
if if jz  fe rn ®  y>?i ' yatjWi j f n p p  /j> utvum  u > ^ 0  >~i? t f  n & f in  voV i /0 f p f  
f i g  i m ' W t  j \ v < v ? i p 7 i  y i i f p v  i f t  ip ?  i p ?  i w f >& ?q>j p X i z p  ' & ~ i * f  ? z ~ iv  n 't  
ppm p jipw a) /j>  / /  a m  x p r i  i#j> n t f jo  P 0 f p f  7 ? r  / n p i u f
n v # J i  i r f i p  P h t e  f a d  jz ?  u fo i& i n f x  / f t  7p>td<a / » v i  ' u?? f a  j n p y n
( sfa.- //- t$) ‘ &JI137J0p jf& z i
72 d ’ Tlfi i *  ']&  ip p  p v ^ ’ Z %?W7I S * P yf t i7 /  t t ’ ijpn I ’ D’ d) tji? t i f t
£ A . ,  / ? - a i )  . J W & X ? 2
fi»]0}n '» JZIP ypj) -jfa Xf ttfft 1 pdf toft ?Z? &W&XO77 &*f1lf&H >2 pf p 2
C b o b . U -  23) .pnpj> p p f f  &J?H 710777/ p ’J l & ^ d P  &>-)(!) 0 ,10
-)0) p \ r  f r V Q X r i  r)P Z j0  >7j> p y i y p x f  >02**0 p p p  f f f a z  n fS jtT n  71 f a  # m  f a x *  7? W t
( bib >2^  b'2 *.t) . #T/>7Zn ff’fap PTJ’I £t>-jWt>yr 7V2I/& 77PP pft 1TZ*0
~/PX ft! IVtift 7ypx 7?7$>G) ?2? 7 fix 0PP/ O>0j/p *J0 JiX ?’&pp fav
C t?3 b, 9~/t) . 7777V J\?0PP 1/p?tim p ’p f a p  O*0j/P >30 0&&P
7W  x f  TtZTlX -fi/lp  &>vpxp OP £Pp0 & 0f  xfx >Z12 Tt’ lf f i p f  l W  ]*XQ f ? f  j ) i n i  
I  bi+a.. iz-zo-) ■ f f M  7 fV » fi>?> 7 ^  5'?'®/'
c f .  S o a . /  j i  5 / 6 . j  S% a.. z » « a /  i 63 t . a - 3  b * /-S -  tb i  •S^a-S' j 5 b b .? -u ;
O f • Sec^s t T , X  : ^5  «t* 0>t?b>2~$.; bb b . a y - 27 j 6 y «■ - 3/ - 6  YA. ^
« -  • Z 8 ‘ - 3 / >  ( / %  b > ~ 5 v  -  b f  n , . f  ?  b V  b .  2 4 t - Z ^ i  7 3 n . 2 V - ' l 7  i  Y j f e .  7  * 2 c 7  -  2 . 7  i
t>. /*>-/A i / ' r - 2 /'* 7 7 f t , -3 ,,- YY^../ ;  YY i,, / 9^ 2/b  *7% b . / 9 - z *  3 V r  b-2t~i9 >
$ Z A . /a-iji V z  i.- /A-/S -
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(2) Expansion :
The Paraphrast expands his rendering by inserting 
words and phrases which are not required by an exact 
translation* He often uses this method in order to give 
his work a poetic character* mostly by means of rhymed 
endings*
Expansion of this nature may be classified ( some 
what arbitrarily) under two headings :
a) tautology.
b) diffuseness of phraseology.
a) tautology :
The Paraphrast repeats a single idea of the Original 
by several words of equivalent significance. This redundant 
repetition may be classified in three catogaries :
(i) nouns and adjectives 
(ii) verbs 
(iii) phrases
(i) Nouns and Adjectives
Examples :
Jfr C f  S e c W j y  -V .* y/6*/^i 74-b-a* i 74-a- 3 ;  7 4 * - >  74-a//* <g*fcu2d>-27 3 W 6 *
* /  *
1 8 ^
'fibi/oH Arabic
( z /  ) T j f n  i ^ i z ^ Z
p ilS P l ( 4-f j  ^ f t? ? ft  711 j n s p y
tjyn?y<2 ( s y  a .  * / )  * W lS p Z i x y w y y z
;p i/*  tf i i ^ i l ( 5? f c - M ) rnsPiTi i n  io  n
2^ t (  4-96. Z5 ) 5 t r t j i  & * p >
TWrfo \ y j* ’ (*•? £ . 2 ^ 3 f t n j f t p p i  &  u>?
f l t & 0 ^~e)\ (S o ^ 5  VI J [ p u
2TJ/7 c-x ,m( «  * 2 0 5 2T^77
p > f r w (  6 © t .  a c ) f i ’ t y t p w  j t i f r x p n
7?/7l)P ( 5® &• 26 ) 6 fO ‘]77 7!Q>?)1 77)11*1
s 6 > v < s c ( * M .  *  } 6 j i y f y v n  j i  n  m
---------- . (  6 /  a * <4t 3 f t lV f tJ H  f t j n / p j i
fp t* <^~\? (^ 5 / ^ 2 7 ; J I I J I *7 f t ’ ] # ’ ?
z r / i r f o J — V (  5 /4 .  /6  ) f i  > fm
jv p ^ n cA< (  6 /  a *  2*? ) J)V Ip l i ... 7 7 W
?/?jtP (  5 2  4- * 7  ) i j i p r m i  y t io n z
- — ■ ' (  5 2  a .  /$■ ) £7*jm*j 1 f t% p v &
------- ----- ( 5 2  4 - /2  3 Y flZ'1711 -)J2 *fW
-------- ( 5 2  &• 2 2  3 tf-T/mi z n 9j> n
7AV? C 53 ^ 7 *  ) * tflf)j?1p;\1  J \ 7/17-VTT
«*— ( 5 3  a .  2 5  )
& 9*y$ > (  5 3 fc. / . )
( 5  3 £> - /2  ? ^77 ^ / »  7 ^7/
— 1. —.11 ■.— ...... (  53T a . 3T0) 7 t t f a l P l  &/1 I P
#j>25 (  5 5  £. %v 3 t 3 jZ &  t f P l f l 'P
yu>f3 SCti (  54*- i .  2 3  ) t j '^ IV C l f t ” ? }
(  6 b  a . /© .,// ) n j h i p i  f t f i 1*
------ (  5  & A . / /  ) / i f W I  tl'Z X
C U ^ /V O (  °JJ>-T O' ) Q  S& &  • 4 - «  3
(  S L h .  / f  ) i f s i i n  i f t j
7??i >2 0 ^ (  5 7  cc- /-Y 3
/- Cf. 5*£./a *, 2., Op. £/* . 1.V i 3.c£ - f o b . /  J ^  .cP- £/6. 5^ C /b .8 ~ } 5cp.
S/ft.afc&ef. 544*7> j i/,cp. i fr* cf. 54V6, 3 ?»Cp, 554.2/*5*. .
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"Fibbt* /j
(sy* . %) ) P ’JJtfZl 0*77 72
( 4. .to ) 7}?X/pj?i -fl-nzjv
 ^£z it. // ) VP/ITU *7 <1)77
--- -- ar )
<>$ a-- /3 ^
( a . 2 p )
&A> 1 ff^O ( <s>3 b> / ) P*Pm #/<£>
[ii) Verbs (according to the conjugation in which they appear
in the text)* 
Examj) 1 e s x *
Tjnf\ f (>*«• n  ) lpP7fl! - 7i7£»7jj]f.
( 4?*. /&--/? ) 7/77/W7 7777^ 30)
11)720 * ( $o «\, - /o ) 7/7-V ?f>fi
ir-S7 id ( 5/ 6. /y J>7 iftflfr fftZQ?
-- C £3 b. ? ) tfp ’frrpf
64- ct* z $ )4
---- -- ( 5*? /? )
-- - ( 664. 27 ) t ifz f ’ l tiS?’
-- --- C 46 *■ Zb / 0 >?-ljnpi &*v%/t i/>
(/• V (^ 6/ b.£~y )
fl& i ir* ( ^ 7 4. /<f ) nj)ftlj\ .7 . ,7^03
PJM JW* C  3^  ^ ) P?J>17P7 pm  !JJd)/>
_—» -- ( 43 b, f ) pPjttfi tip’ffllt?
fCz ( 6 '/b- 2/ *) jive*/ . 7 '>t>nf
-- ( (?2.** y ) 7}J>&* - 73/^
-- (^ 6zfcta4 ) 7/7^33 A'^ J
-- --- ( (*%k ) 7^ 0)33
2 * fop f*V C 63 b- 6 ) &2<>7f>1 - fi/trfa
zhi> (^ 5i- 4-7) tjQZ’Pl . f*>5r£
fc? (^ 4, /» ; - /) 7J<£)/
67 4. /£-///J 7/7P'//3a .. 777 3GJ*
* S^c**ins jy : 6 . 5 74* A. // j 74. a . at -
/tcf .*/b, 22 3 a,cf. « -2j j j.cf. i/d.ay.zj.
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Ciii) Phrases 
Examples: *  
n 7 <)/& ym ( 4r«- Z8- ) ■ TWf ffil CD’S ya jp
(4-ya./^ ?^'). t / ’Z'frn fzp \m i pwywn viz$ 
(  4 ? w 7 -/£ -) .  7?f »2 / r / r /  A / ^ /7 /7  7  W 2  tfjwu .y/a>
( 4 ?  f t ,  2  5 )  7 7 7 7 2 > >  7 7 ^ / 7  Ifp sfa J i a y ?
(4?£,/*-/j) w 7/
( 5/ JltffaVfl J\n'7/7ji07J
(  5*2 6. ) ' ■ pWlJipTI J\X J\iw /p \ p*j>2<>3 J1% yppfo
'JWif/'t &P/> p i l e ) /  
( 5 3  fc'3-4-) 7<Z>,\?/7 VJtlftjp\ £f’pi'1p7l 1’G>J>}>
(-5401./-2) py'tflfj) Y’fapi ppift X*?2£>1 Pfis-Jt ,SjP?V 
^54*>. jr *) yr>»7^n # />?7 ./^T ?  ,7 /b *
(-sT'S^.az) .j\T>yrn j)i?pn j\iy7j)pw
~-, --  ( f f t . x  ) }Cf p h  *fi * fr  M6? j& m  7p m  yj>77 a?
j iw Sm  tnAnv/izfy. o ^ jJ )  4 pJ (  skA-s*-?/) /ifz?z  7*pxtf - jipxn j>t>&
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b) diffpseness of phraseology :
fhe Paraphrast expands the length of sentences to 
a d.egree which makes them appear extremely prolix. His 
excessive use of words underlines his considerable 
knowledge of vocabulary.
Phis distinctive feature of his style is achieved 
in two ways J
(i) conveying a certain view with excessive verbosity.
(ii) a p p l y i n g  m e t a p h o r i c a l  a n d  a l l e g o r i c a l  e x p r e s s i o n s .
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(5) Preedom of interpretation :
The Paraphrast renders the Arabic original into 
elegant Hebrew* He amplifies the original phrases, elucidat­
ing and clarifying them, often ending his sentences with a 
rhyme* In some cases he expresses the significance of the 
Arabic original in his own words, taking care not to lose 
or change the main sense; in others he freely rewords the 
sentences of the Original. Occasionally he changes the 
syntax of passages in the Original, mostly without affecting 
their sense*
Hany examples of this occur; the following are 
the most striking.
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In the coux*se of his interpretation the Paraphrast
incorporates a Biblical phrase which is;~
a) either going to be cited later in the Arabic 
original as on folio ij.Sb.5 ; folio 82a*21. 
or
b) not mentioned at all in the Arabic original and 
added by the Paraphrast as an explanation, as in 
the following exampless-
folios 5Oh*7-8; 54b.17; 54b.23S 67b.9; 68a.14*
There is a certain amount of misrepresentation of
the Original which may be due tos
a)* The Paraphrastfs independence in interpreting the 
Original •
b) Confusion between a word used in the Original and 
another Arabic word which is similar in form but 
widely different in meaning.
a) in the example :
T?~nW *7*7 f a ® #  p ' l  j m  >7X^7 i r f y  v y r  v i  w / r a p #
(sr t. aa-2-4*3 . /7 7^ /77 jfion vji i
6' 6 Ui S jXJl 6 \ { ^ 6t/ Ud
( Ar. ) 3 h  * ! - ?  ) • £ * * *
7fy7l TV 7 ' J1202 n&j>P7l fa ®  1 71*7! 7fa  /  V®f#77 JtXT 7)J\ ^
} • wt/ T*ihpn fa  2 y p Q T tv fw ?
the Original reads "only if reason had made work on the 
Sabbath day obligatory", while the Paraphrase renders
* Cf* Section IV; 70su13-15»Ar.155*13-14.
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"only if reason forbade working on the Sabbath”*
On folio 5 7 b * 2 0 , 2 1  ^ e translates the Arabic J^\
"the Nile”, to ft "Tigris”* (see above)*
On folio 55b*4> the Paraphrast specifies, as 4GQ 
parasangs, the distance, which is given in the Arabic 
original as. ij.0 parasangs* This does not seem to be an 
error, for it is repeated on folio 55’b*lG; there, however, 
it is an explanation offered by the Paraphrast and does not 
appear in the Original*
b) On folio 51a*21-22 the Paraphrast regards the Arabic 
of the Original I) , which clearly means "infatuation*
as , meaning "sedition"; consequently the whole
idea of Saadia is misinterpreted*
On folio 55"b*3G, the Paraphrast seems to have confused 
the Arabic verb of the Original, "promised”, with
6if  ^^
the verb in. its derived form ”was accustomed”*
Perhaps on folio 6i|a*2 there has been an interchange of 
letters in the Arabic u^° know” which has been
confused with to do”, it appears in the Paraphrase
as Hebrew 77coj) * Nevertheless the sense of the original
passage is not affected*
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(4-) Influence of the Arabic_original., on the Paraphrase :
a- Iheincorporation of Arabic terms
In a few places Arabic words and phrases used 
in the Original, are transliterated into Hebrew characters* 
Probably because the Paraphrast is anxious not to distort 
the original meaning.
Tinm  • ->v5 j *j)\ . ( ) ’J7J7 ?/>*
jm r p f f  /1 6 2 Prajw 5 2 3 ^ jlPGJ-f yt?J
^ ji . ( a./ )
t t ’ pJ1
r*
* ( fa a. 2 *1 
. C 63 <t- )
C? * Sector j v
I • ( 64-A 2 ) 72H f a  A
2QQ
b- Arabic ism in. the Paraphrase
The Paraphrast seems to be, occasionally, so far 
influenced by the Arabic original that he employs*3 some of 
its words and transcribes them into Hebrew.
ExaiapJ^ ea^ :
 ^“Tibko**. )
H216V ■ (4** A. i )
■ ( 4-S- t • 7 ) 
. (lt-9 A- 7 ) 
. ( */ A- /g ) 
. ( 64* a- /* )
TKSJ)6 ■ ( ^ t . a »  ^ / p J
V?e> ( 5*o t * ?**• 5 £?7f62
v n ^tr— . ( 5o J» . /£ ) t3*
ti’hxpri ( -2t> ) fci’PjG&'n
• ( 5 2 i. / ; 
•(yai- 7 )
• ( tr s «.. 'i )
Op* Sfccfietxs /V *®W it
>j)2 6 (6 U - b f ) ji* W 6
& >p j6pn * ( 65 k* 2 4- ) £?*&>6p
j n p j j :7 • ( 67 A 7 ) j u p y j
* (67A*/? ) lywfjfev
072/7 • ( 67 6. 2«*) JM 277
t t ’l l p l ?
«- U
. ( 6 9  y /^) t P p i n ?
4 — . (  y / < i .  / / ) JJ” V
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£ 7 /7 /3 ? L e > ti^ . ( f t -  A . ) i 7 7 ] / 2 p
t r / M f a j J j t i j ) } ■ ( W  b - / Z ) 0 ’ ?/j>,7
■ (  V4- b. %» ) O ’ n r /T !
2J10 t - 'U J ■ ( 1 $  *■ 13 ) 2 J IP
*2 \jO . (  1 6  a .  2 » J J l l p ’j l j
/7 J I6 . ( y .g  «. . 4 i )
( 76  a .  2 3 )
T in  7 ra jm . (  7V 4 .2 .y ) i n n  j f ’ w /m
n U i (  7?  b. / y ) o p m
tif tn it * t y j * (  ? /  a- 7  ) a  im p
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(5) S^£t.._trsaslatij5n„in_the_._,_]?araphrase
Although the distinctive features of the Paraphrase 
are expansion and the freedom of interpretation of the 
Arabic original ( see above ), it occasionally translates
A
the Original with remarkable literalness •
The following examples, though few, display this 
adherence of the Paraphrase to the Original.
( /?) * p y n m  >n<r
( />-//* , /t> ) ‘
 ^-f. ) * 1W 1 M 1  >1792
(  I - ?  A  £ 6 - 4 7 J . p j i i 0 j 7 / i  £7J*ix 7 ] f
( /J r .  7/ 3 , / ? )  * o i
f <j~. ) , p p w j> / i  p p p a i/  n t m
V to * j i m  *0 / p m  v?i7<y v p p p v  v w  i ^ i
-*Pf1 77j?77 v j \ M  o? < /J )  V
. *pft Vto* pp\' jp tiV  V7i to t  y&pmi ? ? w
. /11177/7 JJJ tP & i to )7171 J W P W  2*1777 J i^ T l
\ ^ p jd l  <}**
to v in  iJ 9 * i  A w /  2 ij> a f vp  x i w v  pH*7v
£ 2h? h - l f - w )
(  f ir -  / / $ ,  &-*t)
( ■'T- )
( $0 b -9 J
L T* )
1« Malter states that the Paraphrase " never keeps to the 
Original u, ( op. cit♦,361 )*
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( So /o- //) * 7/7 Jl/lXI 710301 tm z ijf  ifyp a100 t! 1(i) /d  7f77t7ti =70
(  /Jr- HO, / / -  /? ) . lx-v J /  Q j ^ o f  c ^ (
(  T* ) - 'IP*' J \ y f o y i  7103/7 t f ’j&Tl i f t p  f j> W  / o  J17>77/ 7” p p 7
( 5*1,. Is ) . f l / 21/77 f l ^ p  ? jA p X 0  J11071 & »  7?W ? fPJQ) <32^/ 710T1 
( rtr* t lt f  > I - 2) . >>JU cr~  ^ °u *£ fs
( *T' ) „ falT/1 2 ’>jf X1777 i/? X  #yx 6j)fl 12 fpJQ) <0273
(  6 °  t ./7 J - /?Q)77 / f * i  IfP p T t )"1,7?
( f l r ‘ / / y , 3 ) ■ g h y ’ crtJl
[ T - ) • /3& 2 ?J*fP XI71 ?0X
( S/4Wf~/s) . m p  p i f o  p iXV n ip * j/o /M<7
/^5^* //7 / /f^ 2o) . ^Urf li*—•*• jfJf
( T-) . PXP 71P1XP PI.4/7 r/<Z/7
[ rtA-3*) . y>A*/7 # 7 ^
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Some phrases are not exactly reproduced, as in 
the examples just given, hut are neverthless close to 
the Original, as in the examples :~
*>./£-/?) * 7 P W  JllVp /s & X  I *Y
( f ir . //'3 , Y ) * -Cl ^
( T- J ■ # % 9J j2 J l 770 /7 / nY lO  /? & ,7  / * } ‘7
H W 2171 P 72j> -7?/j> n m  7P d fr  *» > m  p f u p  n  / * f p p  nsf
( /V- H l 7 /3 - /4O • ^U'l J jS j ic ,  J + J j f  H'J
-p ) * PTO 7P/7/M r ^ ?7V7 tfjn ?  JpVi
(  6'ob.Zo) ' £7'pjf60f77 Jlt/pWTt J if f  yiy?xi
( fir. //7,6 ) " (/* Is
( < t * ) * #V>J#/7 / $ ?  /?PX p J  20/1771
( - p / f  7*07/7 j) lp 7 1 1 jiJ )p X Z > ]jlp W  j)0 0 7 t J f / ip y
( /Jr * /27 > ?-/f ) , t; U> 2\^
( T ‘ ) ■ ; n *? 2  fldlfPT* 2 1 7 ^ 7  r J1PY/W*3s7 J7& 7#
( <£0 a.//-/'!') ■ ;?//* &1571 p 7 y? ’ P f  JUs? n r  Z p n i
( /V. /^£sj 8") . •
{ -p ■) , i >/ t i 2 p i *  it # i >2 f ? p 0  *0 ?
jm ^ T i #7*jd n f / j p i  i3 f2 ? y j p j w  12^0777217 £ & /  i? p p  & y p y7 p n  p p p j i s f  y i )y # i  
(&lb‘? ~ p ) * 21PP7 7 W  Jiy}/? ! 2 /f*2  2 0 2  J)?Jls77 &y!Q>pi ? p *P  7 3 6 /a) 0 7 2 /  j \? jr,7
(j/f'-? OCX; cr* o-*-Ulc7 JJI -h/1lyj) ^  p (j f
139 j  t~/v ) , j \ J l s 6 ?)j  ^  ( / I
a > 2 fw  p w > 7 i  p -ix p  r j h f  u f l t t  t r jP i i? 2 v & 3 /  r m >  m  >p  a n  p  > /> *? !
i - r . )  . r iP tn i 2102 & n m & i  2 /t*2  202 ' r jfy a )
Cf. 5ecJteHis 23~ a n j 3T , f ir . J W 9 <f~/ei frf b .2 9 t /) r .  7$k»2.&
6fca,/ ?/9r. /5o?2> / ^  /,. 23,  ^ j p ^ K. t55) /o ~ Ho b. t?*/)*-. /sQ ^o »
*ttth> */)r* a,y$i^h 754 *2 /by? 9 ^/0 ,
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(6 ) Omisslonsin the Paraphrase
A comparative study of the Paraphrase and the 
Arabic original shows that the Paraphrast does not include' 
some material of the Arabic original in his translation*
These omission*vary in length*
This is strange in a translation which, generally 
speaking, expands and enlarges the' Original. It may be that 
the translator worked from memory in rendering the Original, 
and consequently left out some passages; on the other hand, 
some material may have seemed to him of secon/ary importance 
and was omitted for this reason.
We may, however, seek a somewhat different
A
explanation. Mittwoch states that 11 Saadia at various times 
revised and redrafted his great work on the philosophy of 
Religion". If this hypothesis is accepted, it may be 
conjectured that one of Saadia1 s drafts chanced to be in the 
Paraphrast1s possession and was used in his translation. 
Probably the passages which the Paraphrast omits are, in fact* 
missing from this draft.
The Arabic passages missing from the Paraphrase 
cited; references are from the edition of Landauer.
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(7) 5M^?S^§E&£^s®_S5d_Ibn_Tibbon_|_s_translation :
There are passages of the Arabic original which 
have been misinterpreted both by the Paraphrast and Ibn 
Tibbon. We may therefore inquire whether one rendering was 
influenced by the other.
The colophon in manuscript Vatican 269 proves 
that the Paraphrase'' was composed a long time before Ibn 
Tibbon's translation (see above ). It follows that 
chronologically* Ibh Tibbon could have consulted the 
Paraphrase..
That this was the case seems to be shown by 
examples of identical misrepresentation of some phrases of 
the Original, so striking that we must rule out coincidence.* 
For instance on folio 48a.25 i& translating 
generous and bountiful, the Paraphrast confuses
j
he was bountiful, with the Arabic ->k>J, which 
means he made it good. Ibn Tibbon gives a similar rendering.
Ibn Tibbon follows the incorrect interpretation 
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The Glossary comprises words which are found in 
the Mishnah, Midrash, or in Mediaeval literature; words 
which occur infrequently, or are used hy the Paraphrast 
for the first time; words which prove the exactness of 
the Paraphrast*s .translation of the Arabic original or 
words which point out the agreement between the Paraphrase 
and Ibm Tibbon*s translation in their rendering of the 
Original *
The Glossary is compiled as follows:
Hebrew words as they occur in manuscript B of the
( i \
Paraphrase ' the equivalent Arabic words of the Original, 
the English translation of the Arabic; finally the Hebrev^  
equivalent of the Arabic in Ibn Tibbon* s translation*
When the word used by the Paraphrast has no equivalent 
in the Arabic or in Ibn Tibbon* s translation, a dash appears#
(l) for discrepancies, see critical apparatus
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SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS
The author of the paraphrastic Hebrew rendering 
of Kifrab al-Amanat Wal iHiq'ad&t, entitled jtijifiXT? ls>v ynflj> ,  
must be considered unknown.
a) It cannot be attributed to Berachiah ha Naqdan, who 
belongs to the thirteenth century.
b) It could not have been written by the anonymous 
author of the Song of Unity, which is mentioned for 
the first time in the thirteenth century.
c) We have at present no certain grounds for attributing 
the authox»ship of the Paraphrase to the translator of 
Saadia^s CTommentry on the Book of Creation, in the 
absence of a thorough comparison between the style of 
the two works.
These conclusions are based on chronological 
considerations:
a) The colophon in manuscript B gives the year of 
completion as 1 0 9 4 - 9 5 5 which is probably that of the 
translation.
b) The Paraphrase is quoted by Jacob b. Reuben in jnp/7/p^  
written in 1 1 7 0 .
Chronologically, the Paraphrase was written a long 
time before Bei’achiah and the composition of the Song of 
Unity. The Paraphrase is even older than the other Hebrew
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translation "by Ibn Tibbon (1186)*
It is not possible to determine exactly the place of 
origin of the paraphrase* The hypothesis may, however, 
be advanced that the Paraphrase originated in an Arabic­
speaking country. The Paraphrase was not only influenced 
by the Arabic of Saadiafs work, but also by Arabic in 
general; in addition w.e note Islamic formulae which appear 
in the Paraphrase. There are arguments which lead one to 
conjecture that it was written in Iraq*
There exist six manuscripts of the Paraphrase in 
various European libraries. The collation of these 
manuscripts, which has been undertaken in the present work, 
shows that manuscript B is reliable and has preserved the 
best text* It adheres to the Arabic original more closely 
than the other manuscripts. It may be concluded that 
manuscript B> was copied somewhere in the Orient* It might 
even be a copy of the original Paraphrase*
The collation shows that B> may have had an influence on 
D and E. The many instances of similar errors in A, D and 
F indicate that these manuscripts are connected* There is 
also a connect ion between D and G on the one hand; and F and 
E on the other*
The Paraphrase acquired its name from its interpretative 
style, amplifying, repeating and explaining the Arabic 
original. This characteristic style may be due to the use
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of the Paraphrast of a draft Arabic text made toy Saadia 
and now lost, or, more protoatoly, it is due to the desire 
of the Paraphrast to render the Aratoic original more 
intelligible.
The Glossary which contains more than 500 words, 
proves that the language of the Paraphrase is, generally 
speaking, Mishnaic* Words are mainly of Iietorew origin; 
tout some words incorporated in the Paraphrase are of rare 
usage, while others are coined toy the Paraphrast.
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